Have MaineCare (Medicaid)?
Take 3 Steps to Keep Your Coverage.

1. UPDATE YOUR INFO
Make sure MaineCare has your current contact information: visit https://www.mymaineconnection.gov/benefits/s/?language=en_US or call (855) 797-4357.

2. LOOK OUT
Check for official information (mail, email, and texts) with instructions on when and how to renew coverage.

3. REPLY ASAP
Respond right away with updated info to ensure you and your family are still eligible.

NO LONGER QUALIFY FOR MAINECARE?

Children:
Most kids can still be covered through the Children's Health Insurance Program / Cub Care. For details, check your Medicaid notice or call 855-797-4357 for more information.

Adults:
Adults may be able to get financial assistance to pay for a health insurance plan through CoverME. Visit www.coverme.gov or call 866-636-0355 to apply.

Questions? Call (855) 797-4357